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Welcome to the Shire
The heat is only touching unbearable and it’s only begun to touch into
June. There is a great amount of dread going into the summer heat, but we also anticipate the inside projects we are able to tend to. A herbology guild has
sprung forth and has given fruit to future lessons (pun definitely intended)
for fellow green thumbs.
It has also brought forward a potential archery marshall, something the
shire has anticipated for well over a year. We have seen people come in, and
have lost some great friends, who we hope will stay in contact. They should always remember they are always a Graywooder, no matter where they go.
Because the heat is forcing us to stay in as much as possible, there is potential for inside projects, such as fashioning a new set of armor, or taking on a
new hobby to learn. Our bi-weekly Do Something nights have brought great
projects to light, which quite a few people have asked to learn.
While we toil away the next few months’ heat and wait increasingly for
the cooler weather to prevail, we will not remain listless. Now is a time for us
to make the best of our time inside our homes.
In service Iona Nic Oitir
Chronicler

TEST TRIED AND TRUE FOODS
Food has always been more than a substance of nourishment. It has colored culture, history, and literature for millennium. It has
brought people together, creating a sense of familiarity and brotherhood. It serves as a hobby, a passion, a profession, and on some occasions, a refuge. From the Paleolithic man’s recipe of roasting
meat over a fire to the modern molecular gastronomy, it’s interesting to see how food preparation
has existed through history.
Stew has been a recipe since 6000 BC. A
heaping mixture of vegetables, meat, poultry, and
multiple other ingredients, it has always been an
easy recipe for soup. Water has always been the
common stew-cooking liquid, though some have
called for wine and beer, and has always relied on
basic seasoning. The practice of simmering meats
in liquid over a fire is one of the world’s oldest
recipes. Archaeologists have found that many
Amazonian tribes used the hard exterior shells of
mollusks as utensils to make stew in. Greek philosopher Herodotus from the 8th to 4th BC even
wrote “put the flesh into an animal’s paunch, mix water with it, and boil it like that over the bone fire. The
bones burn very well, and the paunch easily contains all
the meat once it has been stripped off. In this way an
ox, or any other sacrificial beast, is ingeniously made to
boil itself.”
Around the world, pancakes have been a
breakfast staple, often joined with chocolate,
fruits, syrup, and other toppings. This refers to
any flat, thin cake made from a starchy batter and
cooked in a frying pan or griddle. Depending on
the origin of the recipe, the pancake can be thin
and crepe-like, such as France, South Africa, and

Belgium, to name a few. It can be made from bananas or plantains and even fermented from rice,
such as in India. The history of it leads us to Otzi
the Iceman, who was alive during 3,300 BC. His
corpse is the oldest in all of Europe, and revealed
a wealth of information about the Neolithic diet.
He was found to have abex, deer meat, and wheat
pancakes in his stomach, made over an open fire.
Pancakes were widely consumed by ancient
Greeks, who called them tagenias or tagenites
which derived from the word frying pan, or tagenon. They were made using wheat flour and olive
oil, and served with curdled milk or honey. Surprisingly, 4th century Romans had a detailed recipe for a pancake-like griddle cake, prepared from
a mixture of egg, flour, and milk, and drizzled
with honey.
One of the most important and aromatic
foods of Indian culture has always been curry. Etymologists believe the word “curry” came from
the Tamil word kari, which meant gravy or sauce.
The spices in this dish usually include cumin, turmeric, coriander, pepper, garam masala, ginger,
and more. Curry powder is still a primary product
of the West, and can be used on vegetables or
meat. The history of its preparation goes beyond
4,000 years to the Indus Valley civilization, where
people tended to use stone mortar and pestle
when the ground up spices to make the curry. In
the 1390s, the French had a cookbook which
held the recipe for “cury” which may have been
taken from the French word “cuire” for cooking.
Curry has foregone many revisions, from the Portugese arriving in Goa in the 15th century to
Mughals in India in early 16th century.

No one would consider cheesecake to be
an ancient recipe, but this creamy recipe
was created by the Greeks, who used a mixture of
honey, flour, and soft cheese to make a similarly
light and subtly flavored cake that was served at
weddings and other festivities. Some historians
even believe the first cheesecakes may have been
prepared in the Samos, a Greek island that has
been continuously inhabited for over 5,000 years.
The recipe was adopted by the Romans in 146
BC after their conquest on the Greeks. The introduction of eggs and crushed cheese made the
food more delectable, and eventually added lemon or orange zest. When the recipe made its way
through Europe, it became a favorite of royalty,
namely King Henry VIII.
Though it is called by different names, pilaf is widely consumed across the Middle East. It is
made by cooking rice, vegetables, and meat in a
broth, and is seasoned by a number of different
spices and herbs. The word pilaf comes from the
Persian word polow, meaning rice ball. The rice,
which was domesticated in China over 13,000
years ago, became cultivated by Persia between
1,000 and 500 BC. This led to the first pilaf recipe, which was quick to spread over the Middle
East. When Alexander the Great conquered the
Sogdian city of Samarkand, the recipe made its
way from there to Macedonia and eventually England.
Indians have a wonderfully rich and
creamy milk-based dessert known as kheer, which
is often served at festivals, weddings, and at the
temples. It’s thought to be a predecessor of the
European rice pudding recipe. Kheer, a modified
form of the Sanskrit word ksheer for milk, is prepared by cooking rice, vermicelli, or broken heat

in sweetened milk that is enriched with ghee, cardamom, and sometimes even saffron. For special
events, it’s garnished with cashews, almonds, and
pistachios. When the Persians laid claim to the
recipe, they even added rosewater to it.
Between the 3rd and 4th century, ancient
Greeks made a fish sauce preparation known as
garum, which was later adopted by Romans and
the Byzantines. This condiment was made of fish
innards, blood, and salt, and was left to ferment
until it released a pungent smelling liquid. However, its origins began in East and Southeast Asia.
It has mainly been a condiment, but is often
mixed with herbs and spices and turned into a
dipping sauce, though it was usually added to a
dish at the end of cooking. Archaeologists have
found remnants of garum factories in Spain, Portugal, and other coastal regions.
There are some who believe the hamburger either began in America or England, but would
be off by at least 1,200 years. It actually began
with the Romans and was called isicia omentata.
It was a beef preparation made of minced meat,
pine nuts, white wine, and other condiments,
such as the fish sauce, garum. It was found in the
4 AD Roman cookbook Apicus: De Re Coquinaria, and left a huge mark on Britain, altering the
British diet with its introduction. Because of its
presence, street food became available en masse,
and helped to introduce some of our favorite
foods today. It was still more rich and complex
than today’s version, making it a sought after
meal.
Some of these recipes have carried over to
the Americas in unique ways, and some have remained almost original to how they began. They
will change further in the future centuries as
more elements of flavor are added to them.

MEDIEVAL RECIPES CORNER
With thanks to medievalcookery.com
Custarde (Savory Quiche)
15th Century England
1/2 cup veal
1 cup water
1/2 cup red wine
1 tsp. parsley
1/4 tsp. sage
/4 tsp. hyssop
1/4 tsp. savory
1/8 tsp. pepper
1/8 tsp. cinnamon
1/8 tsp. cloves
1/8 tsp. mace
pinch saffron
1/4 tsp. salt
6 dates, pitted and chopped
6 prunes, chopped
1/4 tsp. ginger
dash lemon juice
4 tart shells
4 eggs

ley, sage, hyssop, savory, and pepper (about
1/4 to 1/2 tsp. each.) Bring to a boil. Add
cinnamon, cloves, mace, saffron, and salt
(about 1/4 to 1/2 tsp. each.) and return to
boil. Remove from heat and let cool to room
temperature. Meanwhile, mix the dates,
prunes, ginger, and lemon juice together
and allow to marinate. Remove the meat
from the broth, place in the unbaked tart
crusts, and bake at 350 degrees for about 15
minutes. Add the date/prune mixture to
the tarts. Beat the eggs and broth together
(strain the broth first if necessary) and pour
over tart filling. Bake at 350 degrees until
firm—about an hour. Allow to cool and
serve at room temperature.

Cinnamon Soup
14th Century France
1 cup cooked chicken
1 Tbsp. butter or lard
2 cups chicken broth
1/2 cup ground almonds
1 tsp. cinnamon
1/4 tsp. ginger
1/8 tsp. cloves
Cut veal into thin, bite-sized pieces and
1/8 tsp. grains of paradise
place in a pan along with water, wine, pars- 1/4 tsp. salt

Cut chicken into small pieces and sautee in
butter until it starts to brown. Add remaining ingredients. Bring to a boil, and
simmer until thick. Serve hot.
Baked Mallard PIe
15th Century England
1 duck, 2-3 lbs, deboned andcut into pieces
3-4 medium onions
1/4 cup verjuice (or 1 cup white wine with 1
Tbsp of lemon juice.)
1/4 tsp. pepper
1/4 tsp. salt
1/8 tsp. cloves
1/8 tsp. mace
1/4 tsp. thyme
2 Tbsp. butter
1 tsp chopped parsley
2 pie crust (One for pan, one for topping)
Grind onions in mortar and pestle, add verjuice, and strain out solids, reserving the
liquids. In a large bowl, mix duck, salt, pepper, cloves, mace, and the onion/verjuice
liquid. Place mixture into pie crust and
sprinkle with parsley and thyme. Cover with
top crust and bake at 350 degrees for about
an hour, or until done.

The Herbalist’s Garden
Astringent Recipe
Boil rosemary leaves in white wine. Once it has
cooled, remove the leaves from the unguent and
store properly. Wash your face with the astringent
to keep it fresh and clean.
Hand Wash
Boil sage in water, then strain and cool until it is
lukewarm. Add chamomile, rosemary, marjoram,
bay leaves, or orange peel, if you wish. Let mixture
remain for an hour’s time, then strain any herbs or
leaves in the wash, if you desire. Pour a small
amount in hands, rub well. Repeat until hands are
fully cleansed.
Rosewater
Pour 1-2 cups of water and 1/2 to 3/4 cups of fresh
roses into a pot, cover, and bring to a boil. Lower
temperature to a simmer, and keep at this temperature until the petals become faded or colorless (5-10
minutes.) Remove from heat and cool for 5-10
minutes. Pour water through a cheesecloth or nut
bag into a dark, clean bottle. Store in cool area (or

refrigerator) for several weeks, or at room temperature for one week.
Elderberry Syrup
1 cup Elderberries
4 cups Water
1 cup Honey
Combine berries and water in a saucepan and bring
to a boil. Put on simmer until mixture is reduced by
half the volume. Strain elderberries out, and combine remaining liquid (about 2 cups) with honey.
Bottle and store in cool area (refrigerate) for longest
shelf life.
Herb of the Month—Lemon Balm
This cheery little plant is considered a gateway
herb. With its lemon-scented leaves and tiny, white
blossoms, it attracts bees and humans alike. Lemon
balm originated in southern Europe since the 15th to
16th century, and derives from the mint family. The
leaves can be used in teas and as a flavoring. It has
even been used in toothpastes. The flowers are useful for oils and perfumes.

WE WISH A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TO THESE PEOPLE:
June 4th—Elina Ulfsdottir
June 25th—Kilian MacRaith
28th—Rowan McGee

Welcome back to Henry Wolfhart! You were greatly missed, and we look
forward to having you back at our table, dear friend. Congratulations to
Worgen Nine-Fingers for winning the Silver Coin in the Novice Tournament and making it to the Fourth Round at Steppes (Archery). Congratulations to Iona Nic Oitir for making it to finals in the Bardic Tournament
and Rose Hawthorne, who caught the kingdom bard’s attention.
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“DEAR EDUN” ADVICE COLUMN

Dear Edun,
There have been many rumors of
hunters in the woods, and there have been
some who claim that it’s really Robin the
Hood or Robin Hod, whatever it is he calls
himself. I have always thought he was a made
up story. Am I wrong or are my neighbors
foolishly believing in a fantasy character?
-Still Poor Here
Dear Still Poor Here,
There have been multiple legends
about this vagabond thief that it’s hard to believe what is true anymore. No matter how
many historians you listen to, some will tell
you he did exist, others will claim that he was
always a made up story to make the lesser peons feel better about their miserable servitude, and others still will claim that he was
different people, who ran with the idea of
being a kindly thief for their own doings. The
answer can never fully be one or the other. It
may be that he was once an idea, something
that was made up by a lowly peasant who
wanted to feel as though someone stood for
his side. Perhaps the peasant even went as far
as to steal from his lord and master, starting
the rumors of the daring archer of the woods.
Were that true, it would go against legend.
The story says that Robin was a nobleman’s son who had fought in the Crusades,
then came home to find his land had cruelly
been taken from him. In other stories, he is

part of the yeoman class. In either story, he is
a champion of the commoners, fighting
against injustice and doing what he can to
defend the people of the true and rightful
king, Richard, against both the Sheriff of
Nottingham and the king’s devious brother,
John. If you look at history, you will find that
both Richard and John did exist, and that
Richard did fight in the Crusades while his
brother tried to usurp him.
However, there is no strong historical
backing to say that Robin existed, or his band
of merry men. It is possible that there was a
band of outlaws lauded for their attacks during the 13th century, and the stories rose
from that. It may also be possible that they
passed around the name of Robin from person to person, so as not to be caught. There
are numerous references to historical figures
who have similar names and have been proposed as possible evidence that Robin existed.
The story has been modified over time
so much that it’s difficult to say that Robin
did exist, but why should you be worried
about what your neighbors believe? Whether
Robin is real or not, the point of his story is
that he has always been a just defender of the
downtrodden. You should take heart from
the tale and make your own Robin Hood story up, join in their revelry, and remember
that there is always someone out there ready
to fight for justice.

KIDS OF THE FUN TABLE
How does the ocean wave hello?
It waves!
Why can’t you tell a joke while standing on
ice?
It might crack up!
What goes woof woof, tick tick?
A watch dog!
Why are frogs always so happy?
They eat whatever bugs them!
What is a witch’s favorite subject in school?
Spelling!
What did the one eye say to the other?
Between you and me, something smells!
Why do bees have sticky hair?
They have a honey comb!
Why couldn’t the pirate learn the alphabet?
He was always stuck at C!
Sir Archie will have to ride into battle soon. What is he going to
ride? Can you connect the dots sand show him?

Why did the boy throw a stick of butter?
He wanted to see a butter fly!

Father has gone off raiding and
has left his kids behind to protect
their home. They know how to
use weapons to hunt and build
things while he’s away. They are
smart and have been trained to
protect their land. Utter has made
himself a strong hammer to hunt
with, while his sister Brigid tends
to the animals and keeps watch
for thieves. They can’t wait for
Father to return home, so they
can show him what great things
they have done while he was away
on the seas!

BIZARRE MYTHOLOGICAL CREATURES
Most of Hungarian, or Maygar, mythology is believed to be lost. However, a significant amount of it has been recovered in the past
two centuries. According to their myth, the
world is separated into three spheres: Upper
realm, which is the home of the gods; the Middle world where we live, and the Underworld.
In the center of the world stands a tree, the tree
of life, with its foliage in the Upper world
where the Turul bird dwells. There’s even golden apples in some of the stories. Those who are
familiar with Norse lore can see the comparisons between the two easily. When it comes to
spirits and animals of Hungarian lore, however,
you begin to see how vastly different the two
are.
The Turul bird, which rests on the upper
limbs of the Tree of Life is thought to be a great
bird that resembles a falcon. It was sent forth
by Isten, god of the sky, to guide the creation
and destiny of the Maygars.
One of the greater figures in Hungarian
lore is the Csodaszarvas, a golden or white stag.
Legend says that one of these animals led two
brothers, Hunor and Magor, westward into
Ledevia when they pursued it. There in
Ledevia, the brothers married two princesses
and founded the Huns. It stands as one of the
main reasons for claims of religious and cultural
ties between Huns and Hungarians.
There are two creatures or beings that
have similarities, but are thought to be very different from each other - the Baba and the
Boszorkany. The Baba is an old woman, who
was originally a good fairy who degraded with
time and became evil. She has magical abilities
and lives in fountains, laying claim to any children who come close. The Boszorkany is a hostile old lady, a witch, who does harm as she flying and cursing as she rides the sky during the
nighttime. She will corrupt animals and sour
milk, or bring illness to humans.
Fene, the Demon of illness, is one of the

greater feared beings in Hungarian lore. There
is a saying “Let it be eaten by the fene!” that is
uttered when something doesn’t happen as one
wants. Fene is also considered to be a version of
hell, where the demons roam. Along with the
Fene is the Guta, a fearsome demon who beats
his victims to death, and is often associated
with strokes, paralysis, and heart attacks. With
them is the Szepasszony, the Fair Lady demon
with long hair and a white dress. She dances in
storms and in hail, seducing young men to join
her.
With the eyes of your enemy and the
rotting eggs of a sable hen the Lidérc was born,
taking the form of a dead relative or lover. The
truest form of this beast may vary from a csodacsirke (miracle chicken), a földi ördög
(temporal devil), or even ördögszereto (satanic
lover‑succubi). Nightmares and death follow in
each form. They are considered the Hungarian
Boogeyman. In the woods lives the Wild Girl,
known as the Vadleany, who is an elusive forest sprite. She seduces shepherds, sapping their
strength away. She rustles through the forest,
covered only by her long hair, which brushes
the ground. She’s rumored to be trapped by a
single boot, because she tries to fit both feet into it.
Many countries have lore on dragons.
The Hungarians had the Sarkany, which
breathes flame and guards captivy women and
treasure. That is where the similarity stops.
The Sarkany is man-shaped, wielding multiple
weapons and able to ride a horse. It has between
three to 21 heads, as well. The Sarkany usually
symbolizes human behavior, so when the hero
was fighting him, he was really fighting to
overcome his own bad traits or habits. In Hungarian mythology, the Griff or griffin is similar
to the Turul, but it is a greedy, cruel creature
that eats humans making their way up from the
Underworld in an attempt to return to the Middle world. Most are not lucky.

MONTHLY
CALENDAR

ANSTEORRAN CALENDAR OF EVENTS

June 7th—
POPULACE—6:3O @
COTTON PATCH in
LUFKIN, TX

JUNE 2018
1-3

June 9th—

8-10

Shire Garage Sale in
NACOGDOCHES, TX
(Contact Erin McGee)

8-10

June 10th—
FIGHTER PRACTICE @
John Nichols Park in
JACKSONVILLE, TX

23

June 14th—

30

23

DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at THE BENNETTS’
in NACOGDOCHES, TX.

June 21st—
BARDIC @ 6:30
ABSOLUTELY FICTION
BOOK STORE in
LUFKIN, TX

June 28th—
DO SOMETHING NIGHT @
6:00 P.M. at AMARIS’ HOUSE
in BURKE, TX
(DATES ARE SUBJECT TO
CHANGE AT ANY TIME. )

Have an article, a picture, a story, or
an idea you’d like to see published?
Contact us at
chronicler@graywood.ansteorra.org
or on facebook—
The Shire of Graywood.

Be sure to also visit our website at:
ansteorra.org/graywood

AUGUST 2018

Myrgenfeld Collegium
Myrgenfeld (Guthrie, OK)
King’s College
(Ardmore , OK)
Known World Heralds and
Scribal Symposium in
AEthelmearc
(Pennsylvania)
Swords for St. Jude in
Calontir (New Kirk, KS)
Bonwicke Artisans in
Bonwicke (Lubbock, TX)
Kingdom Fiber Arts
Symposium in Eldern Hills
(Duncan, OK)

4

JULY 2018

1-2

25
25
31-2

SEPTEMBER 2018
1

7

Steppes Artisan in
Steppes (Dallas, TX)
13-15 Crown Tournament in
Bjornsborg (La Vernia, TX)
21
Summer Roundtable
Glaslyn (Denton, TX)
27Pennsic War
Aug 12 (Out of Kingdom—
Slippery Rock, PA)
28
Middle Eastern Culture
Symposium in Rosenfeld/
Graywood (Athens, Tx)

Ansteorran Heraldic &
Scribal Symposium
Mooneshadowe
(Stillwater, OK)
Glaslyn Artisan of Flame
Glaslyn (Denton, TX)
Serpent’s Symposium in
Loch Soillier (Clear Lake, TX)
Braggart’s War
Bonwicke, Elfsea & Steppes
(Chico, TX)

8
14-16
14-16
21-23

28-30

Fall Baronial hosted by
Bryn Gwlad (Austin, TX)
Known World Academy of
Rapier/Known World Armored
Combat Collegium
Kingdom of Northshield
(Out of Kingdom)
in Stoughton, WI)
Laurel’s Prize Tourney—TBD
Triumphe of the Eclipse—TBD
Defender of the Fort in
Raven’s Fort (Huntsville, TX)
Rosenfeld Champion and
Three Things in Rosenfeld
(Tyler, Tx)
War of Ages—TBD

The seat of Seneschal is soon to be vacated by Lord Walter Longstride, who will remain in office until
after July, 2018. Those who are interested in applying for the seat needs to submit an application, which
can be found at ansteorra.org, under library, forms, under the heading for seneschal. Once filled out, it
must be submitted to Shire seneschal, the central regional Seneschal, the Kingdom Seneschal, and the King
and Queen. A polling will take place among the seneschals and a successor will be chosen from among the
applicants as soon as possible after summer round table.
Lord Walter asks that the applicant be warrantable at the time of application entry. During the next few
months, interested parties will be allowed to “play seneschal” in order to get a feel for the office. This
entails giving reports, running meetings, and further duties that are expected of Graywood’s seneschal.
Anyone who may have questions about the seat of Seneschal, or is interested to learn more, please contact Lord Walter Longstride at seneschal@graywood.ansteorra.org

